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1. INTRODUCTION 
Symmetric sequence spaces were first considered in 1934 by Kothe and 
Toeplitz [11] and later studied by Garling [2-41 and Ruckle [14-16, 181. 
In this note, we carry their study further in the context of their r- and fi- 
duals and their relationship to Schauder bases in locally convex spaces. 
Besides, in previous investigations relating to structural study of symmetric 
sequence spaces, the property of normalcy was usually combined with sym- 
metry, thus making it easier to derive most results. Our attempt here is to 
study this aspect without normalcy. 
On the other hand, symmetric bases in Banach spaces were essentially 
introduced by Singer [ 191 who [20] later on, gave several charac- 
terizations of the same in Banach spaces. Subsequently, Cat [ 121 extended 
some of these results of Singer to Frechet spaces, his basic theorem being a 
modification of a similar result proved earlier in [ 151. Almost 
simultaneously, Garling [3] initiated a systematic study of symmetric 
bases in the general setting of locally convex spaces, giving some new 
characterizations of symmetric bases and emphasizing more on the 
relationship of the underlying space with the resulting sequence space. 
Lately, Singer [Zl] has introduced the notion of subsymmetric bases in 
Banach spaces following the correction of his result in [20] and has given 
several characterizations of the same along with those of symmetric bases 
in Banach spaces. 
In the course of study of symmetric bases, it has been the endeavour of 
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most of the authors to relate the characterization of symmetric bases with 
the symmetric character of the resulting sequence spaces. Our aim in this 
paper is somewhat of similar nature; moreover, we also attempt to dissect 
the notion of a symmetric base in an arbitrary locally convex space. 
However, this dissection is irrelevant in Banach spaces. We make a slight 
deviation from the usual detinition of these various types of symmetric 
bases and rather follow a more natural definition depending upon the 
mode of convergence of the underlying infinite series. Besides, a few 
applications of these bases are also presented; in particular, we lay down 
some mild conditions on these bases to infer the metrizability of the space 
in question. 
For the sake of completeness, we have included some results which are 
slight variations of known results. 
2. NECESSARY BACKGROUND 
Throughout we write (X, T) for an arbitrary Hausdorff locally convex 
space (l.c. TVS) and X* for its topological dual. The symbol D = D, stands 
for the family of all T-continuous seminorms generating the topology T. 
A Schauder base (s.b.) in (X, T) is a pair (.x,,;f;,)- with (xn) c X and 
{fn) c x* such that each s in X is uniquely written in the 
form: s = En3 ,.f,(s) ?I,,. Sometimes we simply write (x,,) for s.b. (.~,,;.f,,}. 
We also assume the familiarity of the reader with the commonly used 
results, symbols from the theory of sequence spaces (cf. [7] and [17]. for 
details). However, for the sake of convenience, we mention some notation: 
for instance, w and cp are, respectively, the spaces of all scalar-valued 
sequences and all finitely nonzero sequences. The symbols e” (n b 1) and e 
denote, respectively, the sequences (0, 0,O . . . . . 1.0, 0 ,... ) (n 3 1 ) and 
n-th place 
{ 1, 1, l,... ). Also, we write L for a sequence space with p c E. c o, I ’ for its 
Kothe dual = { { r,,) E o: I,, 3 , I.s,,t,,l < y3#, VJ(s,,) en), and /Ifi for its fl- 
dual= ({t,lj~~:x,,a, ~,,t,, converges V{S,,) E I). Further, we write 17 for 
the set of all permutations of N = .( 1, 2,... ). and Y(J, ) for the collection of 
all strictly increasing infinite subsequences of N (with infinite complements 
in N). For s = (s,, ) E o, II E I7, we set s, = (s,,,, ). A sequence space i is 
said to be symmetric if s, E I. for each s in 1 and 7c in i7. 
Finally, given an s.b. {.vn;fn) for an l.c. TVS (X, T), let us introduce the 
sequence spaces S and p as follows: 
6=6{.vn:.,;)= { {fn(x)):SEX}; 
P=P{.r.;./“} = I{f(-yn)):fgJ-*>. 
We say two s.b. {~,,;f~} and (~,,;g,,} are equivalent, to be written as 
(x, } - y,, ), provided 6 I r.:.tn) = 6 I L‘n:Xn I . 
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3. SYMMETRIC SEQUENCE SPACES 
In this section we derive certain general results for a symmetric sequence 
spaces i when 1 d I’ and E.c(‘,,. We begin with 
PROPOSITION 3. I. !/‘ I is u .Y>*mniefric sequence spuce s14ck that i. conruins 
an unbounded sequence s = is,, ) , then Ai’ = cp. In addition, if i. is ulso normal. 
then J = 0. 
Proof Clearly cp c J8. Let t E 2” and t $ cp. Then for some (12~ I- E .f, , 
t,k # 0 for k 2 1. We can now find ( mk l in ,f, so that 
Define rr in Z7 so that x(nk)=mk (kb 1). Then 
Is n,rrl,Ifrlll 2 1, Qk> I. (*I 
This contradicts s, E 1 and t E Al’. Hence A/’ = cp. 
For the second part, let .Y E w. We can find a permutation rr in I7 such 
that Is,,~~,J > IxJ for ib 1. Since /I is normal. 10, s?, 0, x4 . ...) is in EL. 
Similarly (x,, 0, sj, 0 ,... ) is in ,I. Hence .Y E I. 
Next, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let (2, T) be u s?‘mmetric .-1K-space \\,ith i. ti I’. Then 
(e”) generates A* and T is metrizable: in particular, Tsa(i, Q). 
Proof: Since (& T) is AK, A* c ifl = cp (cf. [7, p. 591 and 
Proposition 3.1 above). Also, each element of cp defines a member in i.* 
and so cpcA*: that is A* =cp. Thus ,I* is of countable dimension and 
therefore a(& I*) is metrizable. Therefore, ~(1, A*) is metrizable. Con- 
sequently, ~(2, E,*)sr(A, A*) and hence T=cr(& cp). 
Remark. A categorical study of symmetric sequence spaces depending 
on the size of its K&he dual has been recently made by one of the authors 
[18]. In the rest of this section we continue this study and confine our 
attention to real sequence spaces for the sake of convenience. To begin 
with, we mention 
LEMMA 3.3, Let C,,>, s, be a nonabsolutely convergent series and 
t = {t,,} be a sequence with 0 <a < t, < 6, Vn 2 1. Then there is a per- 
mutaton 7c in 17 such that x,,a, s,,,,, t, diverges. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 follows along the lines of Riemann’s theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let I. he a symmetric sequence space such that cp c i c cO. 
Then A x = 2”. 
ProoJ: For proving the equality. we need to show that 1” c i *. for the 
other inclusion is always true. 
If J=cp, then ix = OI= /Ifi and the result follows. 
Let us. therefore, assume that i. properly contains cp; that is, there exists 
a sequence is,, ) in 1. and a member {n, ‘i in .$ such that s,,, # 0, i > 1. This 
yields that 1.Oc I’“; indeed, if it were not true, then following the same 
arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we would get n in t7, r in 2” 
for which (*) holds good. 
We now consider following two cases. 
Case I. Let Ed i/‘. Then i c I’ since 1 is symmetric. Consequently. 
la=j.” =I’. 
Case 2. Let e $ I”. We divide this case into two parts: 
(a) Let i.” & c. Then we can find a sequence t = it,,) in Ifit, c such 
that 3 < t,,, < $, i > 1 for some subsequence {II,) of N. Write {m,; for the 
complimentary sequence of in,), in N; that is, \PN,) = N\ fn,). Clearly, 
(nz,! is infinite as if,,: is not convergent. 
Consider now CY = [ic,,} in d\, I’. Since J c cO, we can find a subsequence 
IPA of N such that z,2, (a,,,1 < SC. Let {q,) = N’,,{pij. Then {q,) is 
infinite and xi,, Ix,,1 = y_,. Also, we can find a permutation x in Z7 such 
that IL maps (ni) onto {qi,\, {m,) onto {p,J and the series xia,l CI.,,~,,~,,, 
diverges (cf. Lemma 3.3). Clearly, xi,, la, ,,,,,, t,,J < ‘x. Hence 
yields that the series Cla , c1 n(i, t, is divergent. This contradicts that u, E 2 
and t E i”. Hence it is not possible to have an element in ip’ co. 
(b) Let I” c cO. Assume that i X is properly contained in 1”. Then 
there exist elements s in ,I and t in Al1 such that x,,z, I.~,,t,~l = %. Clearly, 
s, t 4 I’. Also. there is a subset I of N such that s, t,, has the same sign 
(either >O or ~0) and x,re, (s,t,J = Sx~. We can assume s,,t,,>O for nEl. 
Since x,, a, s, t,, is a convergent series, the set I‘ = Ni, I, is infinite. Also 
with I,,, , ~,t,~ = a, implies that C,, E p s,,r,, does not converge. Consequen- 
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tly. ILGP /‘Z,II =LEI. //3,,1 = x. Since s and [ are in co. there exist infinite 
subsets I,, J, ; I,, J1 of (’ such that 
I, = i~r:.s,=Oand 1 Is,1 < x I 
I 
, 
It I, i 
J, = I’ I, ; 
and 
I?= iEI’:t,=Oand c It,l< x . 
,t I: 
Consider a permutation rt in I7 such that 7c( i) = i. iE I, rr(J?) = J,. and 
n( J2) = I,. Since 
,F, .~,,,,t,=~,.~,,,,t,+,~,,.,;,t,+,F;, S,,,,f,. 
- 
the series x,, , s ri,i,t, does not converge. This contradicts s, E n and I E i.“. 
Hence 2” = 1 x in this case. 
A precise form of a symmetric sequence space for which K&he dual is 
not the same as its /?-dual is given in 
THEOREM 3.5. .4 s~wznzrtric sequence spt~e 2 jbr ,~~hidz i” # i. ’ , bus the 
,fornz i. = n, @ [e], where 1, is u s~wmetric sequence space with i., c co and 
2; #I’. 
Pro@: Since 2” # E. ’ . i. kc,, by Theorem 3.4. We now consider three 
cases: 
Case I. Let i. d I’, that is. i. contain an unbounded sequence. Then 
2” = cp, by Proposition 3.1. But cp c i. ’ is always true. Hence i” = /I ^ = w. 
This contradiction rules out this possibility. 
Case 2. Let j. d cc I’. Then i. ’ = i.” = I’. which is not desired; cf. 
C181. 
Case 3. Here we are left with only i c c. Since i ti c,,, we have e in i.. 
Let 2, = 2 n c,,. Clearly, 1, is symmetric. Also, it is easy to establish that 
i= E., @ [r]. Further, 2; #I’; for otherwise, we hve if= 2; =I’ (cf. 
Theorem 3.4) and so A” = 1.7 n cs, 2 x = 1.; n I’. imply l.D = i ‘, which is not 
possible. Hence we have the result. 
4. SYMMETRIC BASES AND RELATED NOTIONS 
We discuss here several weaker forms of symmetric bases. Let us 
introduce 
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DEFINITION 4.1. An s.b. {xN;fn ) for an l.c. TVS (X, T) is called sym- 
metric if for each (p, r~) in Z7 x I7 and x in X, the series x,, a ,f,,,,( x) s,,,, 
converges in (X, T). 
DEFINITION 4.2. An s.b. {s,~ ;f, ) for an l.c. TVS (X, T) is termed as 
(i) s-s),mmetric if {.~,~;j;,} is a subseries base and for each {n;) in 3, 
the base {x ,,,) for [s,,] is equivalent to {xni and 
(ii) u-symmetric if {.v,,;f;, ). is unconditional and the base [s,,,) for 
[x,,] is equivalent to (I,,) f or each {nii in J, where [s,,,] is the T-closure 
of sp{.u,,,: i3 1 ). 
A characterization of .r-symmetric bases is contained in 
PROPOSITION 4.3. An s.h. -(s,, ; f,, ) jor an l.c. TVS (X, T) is s-s~~mmetric [f 
and only. ij’ x, 2 , j,,,( 2 ) I,,, converges jar each {m, ), {II, i in ;P. [f’ (X, T) is 
sequentialI>? complete, the notions c!f‘ s-s~w~merric and u-symmetric bases 
coincide. 
Proof Let [.v,,;.f,,). be s-symmetric. Then for s in X and (nr, ), {nii in 
cf, x, 3 , .f,,,,(.~ ) s,,,, converges and ( .Y ,,,, ) - { s, ). 5 ( I-,~, ) . Hence 
La ,,f;,,,(~~) s,,,converges. 
Conversely, if [nr,) E .f, the series x , 3 , j;,,,( s) .K ,,,, clearly converges for 
each .Y in X. Hence (I,, :.f;, ) is a subseries base. Taking {n, )- = {ij, we get 
1 s,,, ) 5 is, ). 
Last statement follows from the fact that the unconditional convergence 
of a series is equivalent to its subseries convergence in a sequentially com- 
plete space (cf. [7. p. I501 ). 
THEOREM 4.4. Ever). Schauder base { s,, ;,f;, ), sati:fii,ing (4.5 )’ in a sequen- 
tiallJ* complete harrelled space ( A’, T) is u-s~~mmetric and hence equiralentl!~ 
s-symmetric. 
For the proof, we require 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (s,,;.f;, ) be a Schauder base in a sequentiall~~ com- 
plete barreled space (X, T). For s in X and p in D,, let 
R,(s) = sup sup p i ccjf,(S) x,,,, 
( > 
< ‘X. (4.5)’ 
c7EI7 l2,lGl I=, l<,lC r 
Then the jhmily { R, : p E D T 1 of‘ semino rms on X generates a locally con0e.Y 
topologjv S equh~alent o T. 
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R, (,c, /(,.\.‘! = R,, (,t, x,/l,r,,.,~j. (4.h) 
.41so, for each s in X. (p, 0 ) E I7 x fZ muI x in w n.itk 1 r,,/ = 1. n 3 1. 
R,(.y) = R, ( 1 of;, ,,,, t-u) -~u,,s,). (4.7) 
\ ,I a , 
Proof: .f.~,~;.f,, j is symmetric; cf. Proposition 6.19. For each (T in I7 and 
.Y in A’, the series C,, z ,,f,,(s) s,,,,, converges unconditionally and therefore 
by the sequential completeness of (X, T), for each a in (I) with 1;1,,1 < 1. .\- in 
X and CJ in I7, the series x,, 2 , z,,.f,,(s) x,, ,,,, converges in (A’. T). For (T E 17, 
n E N and c( E o, if F,.,,., : X + X is defined by 
F,.,,.,(-y) = f a,.f;(.~ 1 MY,., , ,.
,=I 
then the family {F,.,,,,: GE Z7, nE N, ME (1) with 18z,,l d 1 ) being pointwise 
bounded, is equicontinuous. Thus R,(X) < q(s j for some CJ in D, and each 
.Y in X. Hence SC T. Since Tc S is obviously true. the required equivalence 
between S and T follows. 
For proving the second part, let us observe 
(*) 
Write l=max(o(i): 1 <i<tz], M, = [l, /],,,a[l, N] and MT= 
[l,/]\[l,n].Since #(M,)=#(M1),wetindaonetoonemapHfromM, 
onto M,. Define p in I7 by 
i E { a( 1 ),..., a(n) ) 
iEM, 
i3/+ 1. 
Further. let 
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Then from (*), 
and this along with (*) proves (4.6). 
To establish (4.7) we first observe (because of arguments similar to the 
one made in the beginning of the proof) that the series in (4.7) converges 
under the given conditions. Now, using (4.7) 
R,, x r,,.f,, ,,,, (.y) -v,,,,~ = lim R, 
n 2 I ) n - / 
= lim R, 
,I - * 
Hence (4.7) holds. 
Proof of Theorent 4.4. Since (.~,,;f;,) is an s.b. for (X. T), {s,,, 1 is 
clearly an s.b. for [s,,,] for each itr;) in .f. For ‘z in w and {pzi) in 9, let 
Then for p in D,, using (4.7) we get 
by (4.6). Hence the sequential completeness yields {s, ) - {xn, ) in (A’, S) 
and so in (A’, T). Therefore {.~,,;f;, ), is u-symmetric or equivalently s-sym- 
metric (cf. Proposition 4.3 ). 
Remark. The converse of Theorem 4.4 is not necessarily true even in 
Banach spaces, for instance, see the last example in [3]. 
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5. CHARACERIZATION OF !%'MMETRI(. BASES 
Let us begin with 
THEOREM 5.1. An S./T. I.v,,;.f;, ) ,fbr OH l.c. TVS (X. T) is s~wmetric $U~JL~ 
only- if the ,following is true: 
For every D in K7, the biorthogonal sequence (~,,,,,;.f~,,,,~ is an 
s.b. for (X, T) equivalent to { .Y,! :.f,, ).. 15.2) 
Proqf: Assume the truth of (5.2) and choose .Y in X and ( CJ, n) in 17 x I7 
arbitrarily. We have 
.y = 1 .r,,,,,(.~) .Y,,,,l. 
PI > I 
As r* ,.k7,t7,J - 1-y,,;* the series x ,, z , ./,,,,,(.u) .Y,! also converges. But 
!. I,, I -‘,t , l-r, ,,,, ] and so E,, 2 , .fi ,,,, (s) .Y, ,,,, converges in (X; T). 
Conversely, if (.~,,;j,! , 1 \ is symmetric. then given .Y in X and CJ in l7, the 
series IL2 , f&d-r) .h,, converges in (X, T) and its value is s, giving 
thereby the s.b. character of [.vfl ,,,, ;.j,,,, , j If I,, 3 , x,,s,, converges in (X, 77. 
say, to Y, then c(,, =,fi,(s), n 3 1. But x,,) , j;,(x) x, ,,,, converges by the sym- 
metric character of { .Y,, ;.f;, :, and so x,, Z , x,,.~~,,,, converges. Similar 
arguments yield the convergence of x,1, , x,,.I-,, from that of x,, z , x,,.~,, ,,. 
Thus (x, ,,,, ;, - ;s,,) and so (5.2) is proved. 
Concerning the characterization of symmetric bases in terms of the sym- 
metric character of 6. we have 
PROPOSITION 5.3. [f Ix,,;./,, , ’ is s~wvtJetric it! (A-. T). then (5 is .s~wvtwtric~. 
Comet-se!,; f 6 is symmetric und for etrch CT in fl the tnup F, : .Y + .k’ is con- 
tinuous. bt+ere 
then {x,,;f;, )- is symmetric. 
Proof: If {x,,;f;, 1 is symmetric, then (5.2) immediately leads to the sym- 
metric nature of 6. 
Conversely, let us first note that F, is well defined on account of the 
symmetric character of 6. Choose .Y in X and (II, G) in Z7x JZ arbitrarily. 
Put p=a-‘. Then forj> 1 
F&u,)= c .f;, I,,, (-y,)-v,,=-L/I. 
II 2 I 
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Hence 
But z;= , .f,,,,( s) xi -+ .r (say). Thus 
and this proves the symmetric character of ts,,;,f,, ). 
The proof of the following theorem is now immediate: 
THEOREM 5.4. An s.h. (.un;.f;, i for u barrelled space (X, T) is s~wmetric 
[f and onI!> $ the sequence space S = 6 : r,,.,n I is s~nmetric. 
In this theorem, the condition of barrelledness is indispensible to infer 
the symmetric character of the base from the symmetric nature of the 
associated sequence space 6: for instance, consider 
EXAMPLE 5.5. The space (k, a(k, cs)), where h- is the space of eventually 
constant sequences. is not a barrelled space (cf. [7, p. 651). Also, its 
Schauder base i e”: CJ” ) IS not a symmetric base; indeed, corresponding to e 
in k, the series xl z, <e, ei > e’ = xj, , e’ is not even undonditionally con- 
vergent: for otherwise the sequence {x;=, ( - I )‘I..‘/?)- would be uncon- 
ditionally cauchy corresponding to the seminorm defined by the element 
(( - I )“;/z i in cs, which in turn implies x,, 2, 11~2 < x8; however, this is not 
possible. Note that li is symmetric. 
Our final result of this section is 
THEOREM 5.6. An s.h. (x,,;,f;,) fiw (X, T) is s~wmetric if and onI>. l/ 
For each s in X and (r in I7, the series Z,,. ,f;,(.r) xaln, 
converges in (X. T). (5.7) 
Proql: The necessity is obvious. 
To prove the converse, observe that [.Y,,;./;,), is unconditional. Indeed, if 
.K in X and (T in I7 are taken arbitrarily, then for ~9 in X, 
!’ = c .fJ.u ) s,,, , , (p=a-‘) 
/?I 
=-.fA?‘) =.f,,,,bL i>l 
* c .f,,,,,(-~).~,,,,,= 1 s ClR, 
,I > I 
,, > , .f,( J’ 1 
converges in (X, T). 
NOW choose .Y in .I7 and (,J, (T) in I7 x I7 arbitrarily. For each ;> 1. we 
find a unique i such that a(j) = p(i). where I( = rrp ‘. Then for : .in .I- 
and so j,,,,(z) =./;,, ;,(.I-), j> I. Therefore x,, .‘. , &,,,LY) x,,,,,) converges in 
(X, T) and hence i s,,;.f;, i- is symmetric. 
6. APPLICATIONS AND ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION 
As pointed out earlier. Singer [ 191 started the study of a symmetric base 
in a Banach space (X, /I. I/ ) from a different definition; according to him. an 
s.b. {-Y,~ if,, } in (X /I. II 1 is symmetric if and only if 
A natural locally convex analogue of (6.1) is the following: for each p in D, 
and s in X, 
One would then obviously be tempted to know under what conditions on 
(X. T), the symmetric character of 1 x,, :.f;, ) can equivalently be expressed in 
terms of the finiteness of R,(s) for each .Y in X and p in D,. An answer to 
this problem is based on the paper of Cic [ 121 and our approach to the 
problem is more sequence space oriented. In the discussion that follows, we 
also discover some applications of the presence of a symmetric or the 
related kind of a Schauder base in an l.c. TVS IX. T). 
Before we pass on to the first result of this section. let us mention the 
natural topological structure of the sequence space S corresponding to an 
s.b. [s,,;J;,) for an l.c. TVS (X, T). For p in D,, let p*( i,/;,(s) 1 ) =p(.\-). 
Then the family D:= (p*:p~D~;. g enerates a Hausdorff locally convex 
topology T* on 6 such that (6. T*) z (X, T) under the natural map 
F:h-+.Y, F(jj;,(s))-)=.Y and that ie”:~“) is an s.b. for (5. T*) where 
F(C) = s,,, n 3 1. 
With this background. we have 
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Proqf: There exists f in X* such that {f(.~,,)) 4 I’. If cp 5 6, then 
following the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 3.1, we find for 
some x in X, an .(nk) in 9x and a p in Z7 such that 
I.L,(.~) .f(-~-,,,,,,,)l 2 17 v/i> I. (6.3) 
Since [.t.,,;.f,, ).is symmetric, for each .Y in X. G in I7 and ,f in X* we have 
,,;, I.L(-~) .f‘b, ,,I, )I < ‘X. (6.4) 
However, this is contradicted by (6.3). Hence 6 = cp. Since (6, T*) is an AK- 
barrelled space, 6* = 6” = (0; cf. [7, p. 601. Note that T* = ~(6, a*) and so 
ry(cp,o)%~(cp,w)zT*. Hence (X, T)-(6, T*)~((p,g((p,w)). 
COROLLARY 6.5. [f a me~rizahle barrelled space (X, T) conrains a SJWZ- 
metric base {x,,; .f, t, then {s, j is bounded in (X, T). 
For, otherwise (cp, q( q, Q)) = (X, T) and so (cp. q( cp, o 1) is a Baire space 
(completeness of (cp, q( cp. co)) follows from [7, p. 831) having a countable 
dimension. This is, however, not true; cf. [S, p. 881. 
A variation of Proposition 6.2 for s-symmetric bases is contained in 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let {.Y,, ; f;, )- be a s-s~vnmetric base for a barrelled 
space (X, T). !f [.Y,~ ) is unbounded in (X, T). then (X, T) 2 (cp, q(rp, CO)). 
Proof We have {J’(.Y,) ] 4 /’ for some .f’ in I(*. If q z 6, there exists 
{tnkj and Ink) in .f, such that 
If;,L(~~).f(-L,,)I 3 1, Vk3 1 
for some x in X (cf. proof of Proposition 3.1). Hence the base \(s,,;f,, ) is 
not s-symmetric by Proposition 4.3. This contradiction proves the result. 
Remark. Making use of Proposition 6.6, one can easily verify a 
statement analogous to Corollary 6.5 for s-symmetric bases, i.e., an s-sym- 
metric base in a metrizable barrelled space is always bounded. 
An application of symmetric bases to infer the metrizability of the space 
is contained in 
THEOREM 6.7. Let (x,,;,f,,) be a symmetric base -for an l.c. TVS (X, T) 
such that (,f,,( x,) 1 q! I’ $or some x0 in X. Then {.f,, 1 is a Hatnel base ,for A’* 
and Tz a( X, X* ). 
Proqf. At the outset, let us observe that for each i2 I. there exists pi in 
DT such that l,/;(.~)l <p,(.~) for all v in X. The collection D, = ( I p,: i> I 1 
generates a metrizable locally convex topology S on X with SC T. 
For each /> in D,. let I,, = I in k~: p(.v,) # 0 I. If possile. let I ,,,, be infinite 
for some I),, in D, and write I ,,,,, = ; I?, ,.__. 11~ .___ : in .p, We can find j )II~ I in 
X, such that 
Define rc in f7 so that n(jrk) = m, (k 3 1). Then 
i.fn,,,,,(.h)l Pd-u,,,) 2 1, Vk3 I 
and consequently the series x3,, S, fir,,,,(.u,) .Y,~ does not converge in (X. T), 
contradicting the symmetric character of (.~,,:.f;, ).. Hence I,, is finite for each 
p in Dr and so I, c : I..... N,] for some N, in N. If .f’~ X*, then 
I.f(.u)I <P(X) for some p in D,.. Hence f(.u,,) =0 for n > Z,,, giving 
Therefore 
.f’= % A-\-,, ,.f;,. 
n=l 
implying i .f,, i to be a Hamel base for .Y*. 
Lastly. for s in X. p in D, and e > 0. we can find N > iVp such that 
Therefore Tc S and hence T is equivalent to S. 
.4Iternatire Proqf’qf’ Tlwore~~ 6.7. Under the conditions of the theorem. 
(ci. T*) is a symmetric AK-space with d & I’. Hence (e’) generates 5* and 
T* is metrizable by Proposition 3.2; consequently, T is metrizable. 
Remark. Proposition 3.2 also suggests that X* is spanned by the 
sequence { f;,i under the conditions of Theorem 6.7. 
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COROLLARY 6.8. Let {x,,;f,,) be a symmetric base for a sequential!, 
complete l.c. TVS (X, T) such that (f;,(x,) j $ I’ ftir some x0 in X. Then 
(X3 T) is a FrPchet space and (x,, 1 is bounded in (X, T). 
Following the first proof of the preceding result, one can easily verify the 
truth of 
THEOREM 6.9. Let lx,,; f, ) he an s-s>wmetric base-for an l.c. TVS (X, T) 
such that { fJ.q,) 1 4 I” ,for some x0 in X. Then (X, T) is metrizabfe and if in 
addition (X, T) is also sequentially complete, then (X, T) is a F&her spuce 
and ix,, } is bounded in (X, T). 
In the preceding results, e.g., Theorems 6.7-6.9. the condition that 
{~,J.Y,) i 4 I’ for some s,, in X cannot be dropped to infer the metrizability 
of the space. For instance, consider 
EXAMPLE 6.10. This is the space (cp. a(cp, (0)) containing the s.b. 
ie”; p” ) which is symmetric by virtue of Theorem 5.6. The space 
(cp, a(cp, Q)) is also sequentially complete and { (x, e”) ) E IL for each c[ in 
cp. However, (cp, c(q, w)) is not metrizable otherwise this would be a Baire 
space having dimension K,, a contradiction; cf. [5. p. 881. 
Next. we have 
THEOREM 6.11. Let ( s,, :.f;, ) he a s~wunetric hue ,/or a sequentiallj~ com- 
plete l.c. TVS (X, T) such that (.f,,(.u,,)) $ I' ,for some x0 in X. Then 
(6. T*) 2 (Q, a(~>. 9)). 
Pro@ Since (6, T*) is a Frkhet AK-space, (i* = 6”. cf. [7, p. 601. Also, 
6” = cp by Proposition 3.1 and 1~ = 6” (see [S, Sect. 3. Chap. 21). Hence 
P = cp. 
Note that (e”; err I\ IS also an unconditional base for (6, T*) and as this 
space is sequentially complete. [e”; e” 1 is bounded multiplier for (3, T*). 
Consequently, (e”; e “i is a bounded multiplier base for (b, a(6, ci”)) and so 
(5 is normal; see, for instance, [8, Sect. 2, Chap. 81. Therefore from [7. 
p. 911. 6 = tr) and this yields T* 2 T(&6*)=T((O, cp)z'(c!J, cp), giving 
IX 7’11(w, dw, cp)). 
Remark. Both the conditions, namely, (i) {j;,(.u,)i $I’ for some s0 in 
X and (ii) (X, T) is sequentially complete, are essential for the truth of 
Theorem 6.11 as shown in the following two examples. 
EXAMPLE 6.12. Consider the sequence space (cp, t/(& w)) having the s.b. 
{en;e”l. As q(q, u~)=P(cp, to); cf. [7, p. 1061, the space in question is 
barrelled and from Theorem 5.4, (4”; e”), is a symmetric base for 
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(cp, rf(q, Q)) which is also sequentially complete [7, p. 831. Here 
{(a.&‘)).~/” for every r in cp and (cp,‘1(‘p,(r-‘))“(w,~(w.~p)). 
EXAMPLE 6.13. Let A be the set of all rational sequences and i. be the 
span of A with respect to reals. Clearly. i. is symmetric. monotone and 
/I ti I’. Hence E.’ = Jfi = cp (cf. Proposition 3.1). Further, from the 
monotone character of i, (cp, a( cp, n)) is sequentially complete; cf. [7, 
p. 1881. Hence each a(cp, I)-bounded subset of cp is fi(cp, ).)-bounded. Since 
(cp, /l(cp. A))* = w (cf. [22, p. 2611) each a(cp, ).)-bounded set in cp is 
a(cp, o)-bounded and hence it is finite dimensional. Thus (i.. a(;.. cp)) is 
barrelled without being sequentially complete. The barrelledness of the 
space (A, 0(/l, cp)) yields the symmetric character of its s.b. I&“: ta” I: 
however, (/I, a( i., cp )) 24 ( U. a( W, cp ) ). 
PROPOSITION 6.14. IJ’ r s,,;,f;,) IS a s!vmmetric base -fiw CI Banach space 
(X II II 1, then 
0 < inf /Is,J <sup IIx,J < X. 
,I II 
Pro@ If (f,Js,) i $ I’ for some .vO in X, then from Theorem 6.11. 
(X, II. II)= (0, ~(0, cp)). Therefore (Q, ~(0, cp)) is normable which is not 
true. Hence sup,, Il.f,,II < z# and so inf,, Ils,,ll > 0. The result now follows by 
applying Corollary 6.5. 
Next, we prove the following preparatory 
Then 
SUP 1 I%/jbOl)l < ‘cc. (6.16) 
OET ,,>I 
Prooj: For s in w, let us recall from [ 143 (cf. also [7, pp. 92-99]), 
x6= J’EO: c Iynx,,,,J < KJ, V’aE17 
i 
; 
8 > I 
and for X, J’ E o, 
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(d) x”=I”ox~I’\cp, 
(e) x~=I~oxE/~\c~, 
(f) If x~c,\l’ and YEC,, then 
sup c I?.n%,,,,I <‘cc. 
UEn ,lZl 
Coming to the proof of the lemma, we confine ourselves to three cases: 
(i) EEI~\,c~, (ii) a~c,\li, and (iii) cr~l”\,,cp. 
(i) Here pEcr”=/’ and so 
(ii) To begin with we observe that acP6. If 84 I”, then C(E cp (cf. 
(b)) and hence a contradiction. Therefore fi E I’. If j E I’ ‘\,,c‘~, then c( E I’ 
(cf. (e)), leading to a contradiction again. Hence BE cO. By using (f), we 
obtain (6.16). 
(iii) In this case /j~x’=l~; see (d). Hence 
sup 1 l’%,B,,H,l d llflll % llrll I’ 
ntn ,,>I 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 6.17. Let (A’, T) he a FrPchet space with (X, T) $ 
(CO, cr(~, cp)). ff {x,,;f;,) is a symmetric base for (X, T) with D,= { pk}, then 
for each k > 1. 
~,.L(-~) Xc(i) < s, 
> 
vx E x. (6.18) 
Proof Here ( f (x,z) ). E I’ and {J,(s) } E I” for each ,f in X* and x in X, 
cf. Corollary 6.5 and Theorem 6.11, respectively. Also, on acount of (6.4), 
we have 
,,T, If,(*~)f(.%,,,)l<~; V’.YEX fEx*, OEJI. 
If {f,(x)) E cp, then for each x in X and f in X*, 
(*) 
sup suP 
LT E l7 , I:,!,“;‘, 
(+) 
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I being the length of [ f;,(\-) 1. If I,/;,(.\-) 1 E I ‘ cp. then using (*) and 
Lemma 6.15, we find that for each .Y in X and ,f‘ in X*, 
sup c I./;,(.\-) .f’k ,,,, )I < -JY 
OiirI,,,l 
I ,1 
* sup sup j’ c u,f;l.u).u,,,,; 
r7itA l‘l,l<I I t ,=I )I 
< 1. (++I 
/’ 
IStICS 
Thus, in any case. the required result follows from ( + ) and ( + + ). 
Conversely, we have 
PROPOSITION 6.19. Let (s,,;.f,) be an xh. jar u sequentially- cotwplete 
barreled space (X, T). Suppose for each I in X, p in D, and (T in II, 
p”(s) = sup p ( (6.30) 
?I > I .I= I 
then { s,, ;,f,, ] is s~vnnzetric. 
Pro@: Fix rs in II and define G,,,, : X 4 X by 
G,,,,(s 1 = i .f,(.~) -y,, ,,. 
,=I 
By the barrel theorem, for each p in D,. we find q in D, so that 
p(G,.,,(.u)) < q(.v) for all II 3 1 and .Y in X. Hence, for nl< II 
Consequently, z,, 3I .f,b-1 -Y, ,,,, converges in (X. T) for each s in X and the 
required result follows by an application of Theorem 5.6. 
It is now possible to prove a variation of Cic’s Theorem by using 
Propositions 6.17 and 6.19, namely, 
THEOREM 6.21. Let (.K,,;./;~ ) be LUI s.h. tbr u Frichet spocr 
(X, T) ~4 (w, c(o), cp)) with D,= i pk ). Then [s,,;.f;, ) is swmetric if’ md 
onI>, lf (6.18 ) holds good. 
Remark. Let us mention that the condition (X, 7’) Z (Q, a(o. cp)) in 
Proposition 6.17 and hence in Theorem 6.21 is essential otherwise the 
desired conclusion may not be true. For instance, consider 
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EXAMPLE 6.22. Consider the usual base (e”; e’ ) for (w, a(o, cp)). For rr, 
(T in Il, .Y in w and +V in cp, we have 
for ail large m, n with 17~6 n. Therefore, {e”; e”j is symmetric for 
(0, a(w, cp)). For x in o and (T in Z7, note that 
i (s, e’) eali’ = Ix,,,,/, 
1=I > 
where rr=~~~‘. If possible, let for some j 3 1 and x = {i) in Q, 
Choose r~z in N so that K < m and define c in 17 with cr(2m) = j and a(i) = i, 
i # 2nz. Then 
which is absurd. Hence (6.18) is not true in this case. 
7. SIZE OF 6: ANOTHER APPLICATION 
The study of Schauder bases in locally convex spaces is virtually the 
study of a particular class of sequence spaces. Accordingly, we should be in 
a very pleasant situation if we could discover the location of a given 
6=6 ;-r,,:lnI somewhere close to a known sequence space. In other words, 
can we classify 6? In this direction, let us quote a very useful result of Gar- 
ling [2]; cf. also [7, p.911. 
THEOREM 7.1. If I is a normal symmetric sequence space, then ,A c cO or 
l=I’ or l.=o. 
We also require (cf. [ 1, 7, p. 911). 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If /I is a perfect symmetric sequence space tvith A# cp, 
w, then I’ c 1 c I ‘-. 
More restrictions on (X, T) yield better location of 6 as exhibited in 
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THEOREM 7.3. Let Is,, :.j;, ) he u s~wmetric base ,fbr u sequentiull~~ c om- 
plete barrelled space. Then 
(i) (A’. T)-((~~,rl(tu,cp))or(X, T)-(cp,r1(cp,(1~l)orcp 5 cicc,,urdi~z 
the last case, T is generated b!. (44,: p E D, I. where jtir s irl x’. 
’ I 
M,(-~)=sup p 1 a,.f;,(s).u,,,, : /a,,l<l,oEn 
it ,I > I ) i 
(ii) [f (X, T) is also nuclear, fherl (x. T) 2 (Q, ~(‘0, cp)) 01 
(x, T) 1 (Cp, V(cP, 0)). 
Proof: Since (s,;,h, ) is bounded multiplier, (5 is normal; cf. the proof of 
Theorem 6.11. If 6 = I’, then 6* = 6” = I’ and so T* is equivalent to 
p(l”, I’). However, this cannot be true as (I’, /?(I’, I’)) is not even 
separable. Hence 6 c c0 or 6 = w (cf. Theorem 7.1). 
(i) Let S=O. Then (X, T)-(o,~(o,c~))~(o,v~(o,c~)). If6=cp, we 
similarly find (X, T) = (cp, ~(‘p, w)). Let now cp s 6 c co. Observe that for 
each s in X, 0 in Z7 and z in w with lr,,l 6 1, V’na 1, the operator 
u x.0 :x + x 
is well defined and continuous. Using Lemma 6.15, we conclude 
sup sup c %f,,(.\.).0.Y,,,,)) <x,, V-K E x, ,f‘E x*. 
l%lG1 nGn ,zs, 
Therefore {u,,, : x E o, [‘x,,l d 1; D E I7: is equicontinuous and this yields the 
required result. 
(ii) Since (X, T) is nuclear, I (-Y,,;./;,, is an absolute base in the usual 
sense (cf. [ 131) and hence for each p in D,, we can find q in D, such that 
(cf. C61) 
p(s) 6 1 I.f,,(.~)l P(S,,) d 4(-u) v.r E x. (7.4) 
,I > I 
This inequality suggests that 6 is perfect; see, for instance, [9]. Hence 
6 = cp, or o, or I’ c 6 c c,, (cf. Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.2). However, 
we may ignore the case when b = cp or W, for then the result follows from 
(i). Let us therefore consider the case when I’ cd c co. For {f(s,) ). in 
p = 68 = 6 *, there exists q in D, such that (cf. (7.4)) 
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and this suggests that ~(6.6 x ) c T*. On the other hand, using (7.4) again, 
we conclude that ~(6,6 ’ ) z T*. Hence (6, ~(6,6 x )) is nuclear. So, if c1 E 6 x, 
we find fl in 6 ’ such that cc//I E I’; cf. [7, p. 2881. Consequently, 6 x = I’ and 
so 6 = I” and forces us to assume that 6 = q or co. Now apply (i). 
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